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If all you know about Seattle is the Space Needle and Pike Place Market, or that it rains a lot, or that

''Grey's Anatomy'' takes place here, then this book is going to open up a whole new city to you.

Foodies can binge on savory seafood at The Walrus and the Carpenter, swank fare at Canlis,

burgers at Dick's and a cornucopia of organic, sustainable delights at the neighborhood farmer's

market. Outdoor adventurers can take on Mount Rainier, or closer to home, trek out to the

lighthouse at West Point or sail out on the Sound. Sports fans will find lots of green and blue

adoration of all things Seahawks and Mariners, but they can also embrace their inner kid and play

flag football and kickball as part of the Underdog Sports League. Music lovers can find bands to

listen to every night, for cheap and without the hassle of ticket haggling -- and they can also pay

homage to Jimi Hendrix in his hometown. Others can take in the big top antics of Teatro ZinZanni,

burlesque beyond boudoir aspirations and the raucous energy of Rollergirls. And if your inclination

is to go indoors when it's gloomy outside, you're not alone, and luckily there's plenty of options,

such as the Seattle Art Museum, MOHAI, the Wing Luke, Archie McPhee and the REI flagship.

Whether you're visiting or here to stay, there's more than 100 things to do here - but hopefully, this

is just the start to that journey of discovery.
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If all you know about Seattle is the Space Needle and Pike Place Market, or that it rains a lot, or that

"Grey's Anatomy" takes place here, then this book is going to open up a whole new city to you.

Foodies can binge on savory seafood at The Walrus and the Carpenter, swank fare at Canlis,



burgers at Dick's and a cornucopia of organic, sustainable delights at the neighborhood farmer's

market. Outdoor adventurers can take on Mount Rainier, or closer to home, trek out to the

lighthouse at West Point or sail out on the Sound. Sports fans will find lots of green and blue

adoration of all things Seahawks and Mariners, but they can also embrace their inner kid and play

flag football and kickball as part of the Underdog Sports League. Music lovers can find bands to

listen to every night, for cheap and without the hassle of ticket hagglingand they can also pay

homage to Jimi Hendrix in his hometown. Others can take in the big top antics of Teatro ZinZanni,

burlesque beyond boudoir aspirations and the raucous energy of Rollergirls. And if your inclination

is to go indoors when it's gloomy outside, you're not alone, and luckily there's plenty of options,

such as the Seattle Art Museum, MOHAI, the Wing Luke, Archie McPhee and the REI flagship.

Whether you're visiting or here to stay, there's more than 100 things to do herebut hopefully, this is

just the start to that journey of discovery.

Currently a news reporter writing blog posts and stories for the Microsoft News Center, Athima

Chansanchai was before that a technical writer at Microsoft (Word for iPad) and a daily contributor

to msnbc.com's Tech-Sci blogs, writing about consumer tech and editing posts on all the section's

blogs and wire content. . She did so as founder/President of Tima Media, after almost 10 years as a

reporter and editor at the Seattle P-I and The Baltimore Sun. She's also been a columnist for

msnbc.com (''DigiGirl'') and worked at The Village Voice. Follow her on Twitter: @TimaMedia.

I was a little disappointed with the information in the book. For someone who lives in the Puget

Sound there isn't much in the book. It might be useful for someone totally new to the area. But then

again there are no secrets in book you can get the same information on the internet for free.

This guide book helped us injoy our trip to Seattle it not only shows some of the more interesting

areas, but takes you to those hidden gems. I highly recommend it.

Neat things to do in the Seattle area. I've lived here 50+ years and have not heard of some things

that are listed in the book. A good read.

Excellent gift for a new U Dub Husky!

Love it



Really clear and easy to read. Great photos of real families and great design! I will be giving this to

all my expectant friends.

Most of this information you can very on the internet for free.

Great price. Fast shipping. Tells me more about Seattle.
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